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 Abstrakt 
Cílem této diplomové práce je vytvoření Business Intelligence řešení pro společnost 
1188. Na základě výsledného Business Intelligence řešení bude umožněno managementu 
společnosti vykonávat přesnější rozhodnutí, která se budou shodovat se strategií 
společnosti. 
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Abstract 
This master thesis has been written as a final report in the master degree program of 
Information Management at the Brno University of Technology. The aim of this master 
thesis was creating Business Intelligence solution for company 1188. On the basis of BI 
solution, management will be able to make better and smarter decisions in connection 
with company strategy.  
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Introduction 
Nowadays, managers need more accurate, precise and up to date information. They 
demand information on time and accessible on every platform from every place in order 
to make effective decisions. This is crucial for correct and fast decision making, often 
affecting the entire organization. Business Intelligence solutions support managers with 
the numbers based on pre-analysis and documented data for this kind of decisions 
making.  
In regard to current research, managers are used to make decisions based on emotions or 
intuition. In some companies, managers are persuaded to make decisions in order to 
sustain the ”political” environment inside or outside of company. Nevertheless, 
companies cannot afford to make wrong decisions, because of the current economic 
situation as well as the competitive environment. 
What is significant for the understanding of the thesis at hand is that business 
intelligence solutions, handled within in this thesis, do not refer to real time solution, 
but near-to-real-time business intelligence solutions. There is some latency, 
approximately 15 minutes in my case study, but for my project it is still sufficient 
whereas the data in analysis will be grouped by days. 
In my case the BI solution is based on cloud computing technology developed by the 
GoodData Company. The main advantage of this technology is pre-built API connectors 
for many data sources. This technology represents numbers, graphs and highlights in 
form of reports and dashboards in web browser. Every report and dashboard is 
accessible from every computer, tablet or other mobile device. This provides an 
accredited person access to BI project everywhere from all around the world just via a 
smartphone. 
For the whole business intelligence solution he data background has to be created. This 
background consists of Logical Data Model (LDM) and the Extraction, Transformation 
and Loading (ETL) process. 
The author of this thesis will analyze company data from the last two years. The output 
of this BI solution will be dashboards with analysis of cancelled calls, the best callers 
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and management reports. This solution will be used like a decision support system for 
management of the company 1188.  
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Aim, Structure and Methodology of the Thesis 
This is a guide for the reader, and shows what is the goal of this thesis and how is the 
thesis structured from start to finish. 
The aim of this thesis is developing Business Intelligence solution for management of 
the company 1188. 
Subsidiary aims are: 
 Describe theoretical background of business intelligence, 
 Create valuable KPIs, 
 Develop ETL, LDM and Metrics based on KPIs,’ 
 Prepare Reports and Dashboards, 
 Finish thesis in the desired range by the required deadline. 
I will use methodology and technology which I’ve gained during my study in Czech 
Republic and in Denmark. I will also use knowledge gained in Kreditech Holding and in 
Intelligent Technologies Company. Every method and knowledge will be described in 
theoretical part. 
This master thesis is divided into four main parts. In a first part of this thesis I’m 
describing goals, methodology and process procedure. The second part contains 
theoretical background of Business Intelligence and everything else what is important 
for this document. Third and fourth (last part) is practically oriented. Third part 
describes analysis of current status and last part is about implementing Business 
Intelligence solution based on GoodData platform. 
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1 Theoretical background 
1.1 Decision making 
Every decision made regardless if that concerns, operational procedures or allocation of 
resources in company, it all should be related to company’s strategy. We can divide 
decisions based on: 
1.1.1 Emotions and Intuition 
As Garry A. Yukl mentioned in the book: many decisions are often characterized more 
by confusion and emotion than by rationality. This could be a huge problem for 
company. If managers are affected by negative factors like stress, anger, fear, 
depression they are more likely to use dysfunctional methods for decision making. 
Decisions are often reflect the influence of intuition rather than conscious rational 
analysis of available alternatives and their likely outcomes. Experienced managers tries 
to determine if a problem is familiar to some historical problem or if it is a completely 
new problem. If they already had an experience with solving this kind of problem, 
they’ll applied the same process of solving. But this could also be also weakness since 
market conditions could have changed and formerly used solution doesn’t necessarily 
have to be valid anymore (Yukl, 2012). 
To avoid this situation, managers should involve other people into the decision making 
process. This improves quality of problem diagnosis and decision choice, but only if the 
involved people have experience in that specific area (Yukl, 2012). 
1.1.2 Political 
Important decisions in organizations are typically made by a group of manages who are 
closely involved in the problem. These managers come from different level of 
management and different subunit of organization. Some major decisions are results of 
many small actions and decision made by lower level managers. These decisions needs 
to be coordinated through organization, because these small actions influence the major 
decision which is corresponding to company’s strategy (Yukl, 2012).  
For example: A section supervisor with a problem may point out the need for a decision 
to his or her boss, the department manager. This department manager may consult a 
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problem with the plant manager or with managers in other departments who would be 
affected by this decision. Even when not consulted in advance, the plant manager may 
review the department manager’s decision and approve, reject, or modify it. 
Because managers from different levels and different departments have various mental 
models for explaining the cause of problem and solution. It is more difficult to agree on 
the final solution. For decisions involving major changes in organizational strategies or 
policies, managers have to have great influencing skills and persistence (Yukl, 2012). 
1.1.3 Based on data 
Data-based decisions are mainly routine decisions. Managers make many less 
momentous decisions in the process of solving operational problems, setting short term 
goals, assigning work to subordinates and approving pay increases (Yukl, 2012). 
These decisions should be ready-made. For example a task manager will set up a work 
schedule, which should be done as soon as possible. Without schedule there will be 
chaos in the company and workers wouldn’t be aware of their working shifts. Or if there 
is an operational problem, for example some machine stops working, the manager has to 
find a solution how to solve this problem. He has to know how many manufactures 
remain, and after that he has to decide on how to compensate the broken machine. 
Managers usually make this type of decision either alone or after a brief consultation 
with a few people inside or outside of the company. Although, these decisions are less 
important, they require appropriate technical knowledge of the manager. A hasty 
decision based on limited information may cause worse problems so it is really 
important for managers to have the right and updated information (Yukl, 2012). 
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1.2 Decision support systems 
The origins of DSS processing hark back to the very early days of computers and 
information systems. Decision support systems were developed out of a long and 
complex evolution of information technology. And the evolution continues today 
(Inmon, 2002). 
Decision support systems are a specific class of computerized information system that 
supports business and organizational decision making activities. A properly designed 
DSS is an interactive software based system intended to help decision makers compile 
useful information from raw data, documents, personal knowledge, and/or business 
models to identify and solve problems and make decisions (Boylan, 1996-2015). 
Typical information that a decision support application might gather and present would 
be: 
 Accessing all of your current information assets, including legacy and relational 
data sources, cubes, data warehouses and data marts, 
Figure 1: Decision Support System (Kardel, et al., 2011) 
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 Comparative sales figures between one week (month, quarter, year) and the next, 
 Projected revenue figures based on new product sales assumptions, 
 The consequences of different decision alternatives, given past experience in a 
context that is described (Boylan, 1996-2015). 
Trends suggest that data-driven DSS will use faster, real-time access to larger, better 
integrated databases. The future of decision support systems will certainly be different 
than the opportunistic and incremental innovations seen in the past (Power, 2007). 
1.3 Database 
Before I’ll start with describing Business Intelligence, it’s necessary to explain little bit 
the background and what is actually behind BI.  
To some people database is just collection of data items (phone books, medical records, 
phone calls records, payments records, address books … whatever). Other professional 
literature define the term of database more strictly (Taylor, 2008). 
Allen G. Taylor define the term of database as a self-describing collection of integrated 
records. A record is representation of some physical or conceptual object. That could 
be, in my case, tracking of calls company customers (Taylor, 2008).  
Each call is defined by one record in database. This record has multiple attributes, such 
as id, phone number, GEO data, length of call, category of question etc. Individual 
phone number, category, GEO data are the data. A database consist of data and 
metadata. Metadata is the data that describes the data structure within a database. 
Because the database contains the description of its own structure, it’s self-describing. 
The database includes not only data items, but also relationships among data items. 
These metadata and relationships are stored in an area called data dictionary, which also 
describes tables, columns, indexes, constraints and other items that make up the 
database (Taylor, 2008). 
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1.3.1 Types of databases 
We can divide databases into three main categories based on size and complexity. 
1.3.1.1 Personal database 
Personal database is designed for mainly one person and single computer. This kind of 
databases has a simple structure and relatively small size. 
1.3.1.2 Departmental or workgroup database 
The departmental of workgroup database is used by the members of one department or 
group of people in organization. It could be database only for payment department or 
legal department where confidential data are saved. This type of database is generally 
larger than personal database. This means, that also hardware used for this database 
infrastructure has to be customize for access to multiple users at the same time 
(Taylor, 2008). 
1.3.1.3 Enterprise database 
Enterprise database can be really huge. Enterprise databases may model the critical 
information flow on entire large organization. In last years, company started to use the 
In-memory databases and Cloud based data warehouses for storing their data. The 
reason is very simple. Cost of storing data decreasing every year, but the amount of data 
increasing every year, so companies had to found solution how to handle such amount 
of data. And solution is in cloud (Taylor, 2008). 
1.4 Business Intelligence 
Definition of Business Intelligence by the book Business Intelligence Roadmap.  
BI is neither a product nor a system. It is an architecture and collection of integrated 
operational as well as decision-support applications and databases that provide the 
business community easy access to business data (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
BI decision-support applications facilitate many activities, including those listed below: 
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 Multidimensional analysis, for example, online analytical processing (OLAP) 
 Click-stream analysis 
 Data mining, 
 Forecasting, 
 Business analysis, 
 Balanced scorecard preparation, 
 Visualization, 
 Querying, reporting, and charting, 
 Knowledge management, 
 Digital dashboard access, 
 Data marts (Functional and department), 
 Mining for text, content and voice (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
1.4.1 Business Intelligence Tools 
Many of the BI vendors are trying to convince people that their software can do nearly 
everything. But not every BI tool fits to every company environment. In the list below 
you can see the main BI vendors on the market. These products are mainly for 
enterprise companies and includes whole package of applications. From the databases, 
to Integration tools and Visualization tools. 
 SAP Business Objects 
 IBM Cognost, 
 Pentaho BI 
 SAS BI, 
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 Oracle BI (OBIII), 
 Microsoft BI (Passionned group, 2015). 
1.4.2 Benefits of Business Intelligence solution 
Basically the BI solution can help companies to be more efficient, find spot areas for 
cost saving and identify new business opportunities. 
 
Figure 2: Benefits of Business Intelligence (Titanium Consulting, 2014) 
 
I’ve chosen 5 most important benefits of Business Intelligence: 
 Get insight into customer behavior: 
This is the greatest benefit of BI software which allows companies to gain visibility into 
what customers are buying (or not), giving them “the ability to turn this knowledge into 
additional profit” and retain valuable customers. Companies are using data from social 
networks, like Facebook, Instagram or LinkedIn to enrich their data and find out, what 
are their customer’s needs. 
 Get key business metrics reports: 
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Nowadays it’s necessary to have access to key business performance metrics, reports 
and dashboards on mobile devices like their iPhone, iPad, other smartphones or 
BlackBerry. Especially for marketing people it’s critical to have the best information 
about campaigns and other business information on the fly. 
 Improve efficiency: 
Many companies waste significant time hunting for data from within various 
departmental data sources which they need to help understand what is going on in their 
business. Using business intelligence software, however, all the information is 
centralized and can be viewed in a dashboard or turned into a report, saving enormous 
amounts of time and eliminating inefficiencies. 
 See where your business has been and where it is going: 
BI has been very successful at explaining what happened of the business over some 
defined period of time – for example how many units were sold, through which store by 
which customer segment. The next generation of competitive advantage comes from 
analyzing unstructured content to understand how and why these things happen. 
 Identify cross-selling and up-selling opportunities: 
Business Intelligence software allows firms to leverage customer data to build, refine 
and modify predictive models sales representatives to up-sell and cross-sell products at 
appropriate customer touch points (Schiff, 2010). 
1.5 BI Project Planning 
BI projects are not like other projects with a finite and static set of requirements from 
one business person or one department. Instead, the purpose of an integrated BI  
decision-support environment is to provide cross-organizational business analysis 
capabilities to all business people and all departments in the organization. That involves 
a variety of new tasks, shifted roles and responsibilities, and a more hands-on project 
management approach (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
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1.5.1 Managing the BI Project 
Project management in most organizations is treated as an administrative reporting 
function. Detailed project planning and hands-on daily project control are often 
minimized, if not ignored, especially when organizations try to get several BI 
applications up and running very quickly. Describing project management activities in 
the most simplistic terms, the goal is to answer four basic questions (Larisa T. Moss, 
2003). 
 What will be delivered? – scope, 
 When will it be done? – time, 
 How much will it cost? – budget, 
 Who will do it? – human resources. 
These four questions have to be answered before the project manager starts creating a 
project plan. He or she must spend some time defining the project to clearly understand 
requirements, risks, constraints and assumptions (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
1.5.2 Defining the BI Project 
Project planning includes creating a project charter, which defines the project in terms 
of: 
 Goals and objectives: 
o What is the reason for building this BI application? 
o What are the strategic business drivers? 
 Scope (the expected project deliverable): 
o The typical 80/20 rule usually applies: 80% effort for data and 20% 
effort for functionality. 
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 Risks: 
o Lack of management commitment, 
o Lost sponsor, 
o Unrealistic expectations, 
o Unrealistic budget. 
 Constraints and Assumptions: 
o Recommended order of project constraints: Quality, Budget, Resources, 
Time, Scope. 
 Change-control procedures: 
o When the scope constraint changes, the plan is no longer doable without 
changes to some of the other constraints, namely effort (time), budget, 
resources, and quality, to absorb the impact of the scope change. 
 Issues management procedures: 
o Every issue must be assigned to a person who has the responsibility for 
its resolution. Any activity regarding the issue must be dated and 
described on the issue log. 
The project charter is the agreement made between the business sponsor and the IT staff 
for developing the BI application. If any component of the project charter changes, the 
entire project has to be reevaluated and all project constraints have to be renegotiated 
(Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
1.5.3 Planning the BI Project 
Here is the sequence of activities for preparing a project plan: 
 Create a work breakdown structure listing activities, tasks, and subtasks, 
 Estimate the effort hours for these activities, tasks, and subtasks, 
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 Assign resources to the activities, tasks, and subtasks, 
 Determine the task dependencies, 
 Determine the critical path based on the dependencies, 
 Create the detailed project plan (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
1.6 Development Approaches 
Almost every kind of engineering project, including BI projects, goes through six stages 
between inception and implementation. You can see these 6 stages in figure 1 bellow. 
 
Figure 3: Engineering Stages (Larisa T. Moss, 2003) 
This developing process is iterative. It means: once the project is deployed, a product is 
continually improved based on the feedback and new features from the business 
community which is using the product. Each iteration produces a new product release 
(version) (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
Business Intelligence Roadmap describes these 6 stages: 
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Stage 1: Justification: Assess the business need that gives rise to the new engineering 
project. 
Stage 2: Planning: Develop strategic and tactical plans, which lay out how the 
engineering project will be accomplished and deployed. 
Stage 3: Business analysis: Perform detailed analysis of the business problem or 
business opportunity to gain a solid understanding of the business requirements for a 
potential solution (product). 
Stage 4: Design: Conceive a product that solves the business problem or enables the 
business opportunity. 
Stage 5: Construction: Build the product, which should provide a return on investment 
within a predefined time frame. 
Stage 6: Deployment: Implement or sell the finished product, then measure its 
effectiveness to determine whether the solution meets, exceeds, or fails to meet the 
expected return on investment (Larisa T. Moss, 2003). 
1.7 Predictive analytics 
The predictive analytics are used to determine the probable future outcome of an event 
or the likelihood of a situation occurring. It’s the branch of data mining concerned with 
the prediction of future probabilities and trends. Predictive analytics is used to 
automatically analyze large amounts of data with different variables, it includes 
clustering, decision trees, market basket analysis, regression modeling, neural nets, 
genetic algorithms, text mining, hypothesis testing decision analytics and more (Zahan, 
2005). 
The core element of predictive analytics is the predictor, a variable that can be measured 
for an individual or entity to predict future behavior. For example, a credit card 
company could consider age, income, credit history, and other demographics as 
predictors when issuing a credit card to determine an applicant’s risk factor (Zahan, 
2005). 
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1.7.1 Difference between BI and Predictive analytics 
The easiest way how to understand the difference between business intelligence and 
predictive analytics are these examples. 
Business Intelligence allows you to answer questions about the demographics or 
characteristics of your customers, products, stores, etc., and answer questions about the 
performance of your business across a number of dimensions. 
 What was the best selling product last week? 
 How many customers visited company e-shop? 
 How many new customers we had last week? 
On the other hand, predictive analytics allow organizations to go beyond the answers 
generated by BI by providing more predictive answers and recommendations to many 
of the same questions. 
 What is the potential profit of our top 10% of recurring customers for next 
week? 
 What kind of promotions we should use? 
 What’s the best price to get target group of potential customers to buy our 
product? 
Predictive analytics takes the questions that business intelligence is answering to the 
next level, moving from a retrospective set of answers to a set of answers focused on 
predicting performance and prescribing specific actions or recommendations (Scharzo, 
2014). 
1.7.2 Mining Data 
Data in every organization is getting bigger, faster and richer. Data is one of the most 
valuable assets. It’s full of hidden value and Data analysts have to dig for it. 
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Data mining is the discovery of hidden patterns of data through machine learning and 
sophisticated algorithms. Predictive analytics is the process of refining that data 
resource, using business knowledge to extract hidden value from those newly 
discovered patterns (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
Data mining + business knowledge = predictive analytics  value 
Today’s leading organizations are looking at their data, examining it, and processing it 
to search for ways to better understand their customer base, improve their operations, 
outperform their competitors, and better position themselves in the marketplace. They 
are looking into how they can use that information to increase their market share and 
sharpen their competitive edge (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
1.7.3 Adding Business Value 
In an increasingly competitive environment, organizations always need ways to become 
more competitive. Predictive analytics found its way into organizations as one such 
tool. Using technology in the form of machine-learning algorithms, statistics, and data-
mining techniques, organizations can uncover hidden patterns and trends in their data 
that can aid in operations and strategy and help fulfill critical business needs (Anasse 
Bari, 2014). 
Embedding predictive analytics in operational decisions improves return on investment 
because organizations spend less time dealing with low-impact, low-risk operational 
decisions. For instance, most standard insurance claims can be automatically paid out. 
However, if the predictive model comes across a claim that’s unusual, or if the claim 
exhibits the same pattern as a fraudulent claim, the system can flag the claim 
automatically and send it to the appropriate person to take action (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
By using predictive analytics to predict a future event or trend, the company can create 
a strategy to position itself to take advantage of that insight. If your predictive model is 
telling you that the trend in fashion is toward black turtlenecks, you can take appropriate 
actions to design more black-colored turtlenecks or design more accessories to go with 
the fashionable item (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
1.7.4 Related Disciplines 
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Predictive analytics makes heavy use of three related disciplines: 
 Data mining, 
 Statistics, 
 Machine learning. 
 
 
 
 
1.7.4.1 Statistics 
Statistics are numbers that result from measuring empirical data over time. As 
discipline, statistics concerns itself with gathering and analyzing data – often to tell a 
story in numbers (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
Statistics can infer relationships within data; thus it plays an active role in presenting 
data and helping us understand it. Using only a sample of the data, statistics can give us 
a basis for inferring hypotheses about the data as a whole. Thus the discipline is both 
descriptive and inferential (Anasse Bari, 2014). 
Inferential statistics is concerned with making inferences or predictions about the 
characteristics of a whole population from a sample dataset. Sample data for analysis is 
chosen at random, in a way that represents (but does not include) the whole population. 
If the sample dataset is well chosen, analyzing it allows the investigator to project the 
findings of the analysis onto the whole population with a realistic degree of accuracy 
(Anasse Bari, 2014). 
1.7.4.2 Data mining 
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Data mining is at best a vaguely defined field; its definition largely depends on the 
background and views of the definer. Here are some definitions taken from the Data 
mining literature: 
Data mining is the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and 
ultimately understandable patterns in data (Fayyad, 1996). – Usama M. Fayyad 
Data mining is the process of extracting previously unknown, comprehensible, and 
actionable information from large databases and using it to make crucial business 
decisions. – Alexander Zekulin 
Data mining is a set of methods used in the knowledge discovery process to distinguish 
previously unknown relationships and patterns within data (Boris Kovalerchuk, 2002). - 
Ferruza 
Data mining is the process of discovering advantageous patterns in data. - John 
Data mining is a decision support process where we look in large data bases for 
unknown and unexpected patterns of information. – Parsaye K. 
1.7.4.3 Data mining methods 
Decision Trees 
Decision trees and rules that use univariate splits have a simple representational form, 
making the inferred model relatively easy for the user to comprehend. However, the 
restriction to a particular tree or rule representation can significantly restrict the 
functional form (and, thus, the approximation power) of the model (Fayyad, 1996). 
It is one of the most used data mining techniques because its model is easy to 
understand for users. In decision tree technique, the root of the decision tree is a simple 
question or condition that has multiple answers. Each answer then leads to a set of 
questions or conditions that help us determine the data so that we can make the final 
decision based on it (zentut.com, 2013). 
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Figure 4: Special Instrument Products decision tree (Hurwicz, 2006) 
 
 
Association 
Association is one of the best known data mining technique. In association, a pattern is 
discovered based on a relationship between items in the same transaction. That is the 
reason why association techniques is also known as relation technique. The association 
technique is used in market basket analysis to identify a set of products that customers 
frequently purchase together (zentut.com, 2013). 
Retailers are using association technique to research customer’s buying habits. Based on 
historical sale data, retailers might find out that customers always buys crisps when they 
buy beer, and therefore they can put beers and crisps next to each other to save time for 
customer and increase sales (zentut.com, 2013). 
In real world we can see this technique every day used in many online shops. 
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Figure 5: Amazon - demonstration of Association technique (self-ilustration) 
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2 Problem analysis and current situation 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the company 1188 to the reader and explain the 
problem analysis and management requirements for the final business intelligence 
solution. 
 
2.1 Basic information about company 
Company name: 1188, Informační linky s.r.o. 
Head office: Praha 1 - Nové Město, Opletalova 1015/55 
Core business: Provide information and assistance services 
 
2.2 Company requirements 
Company 1188 had few requirements for reports and dashboards which I will describe 
in this section. These dashboards will be used for top management of company for 
decision making. Thanks to GoodData, it will be easier for managers to see trends and 
hidden information, which are stored in database. 
1. Category Analysis – filtered by date dimension and type of “Answer” 
 Number of Calls by category 
 Number of Calls by month 
 Number of Calls by week day 
 Number of Calls by hour 
 TOP 10 phone number by number of calls 
2. Length of Calls Analysis 
 AVG length of call 
 AVG length of call by month 
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 AVG length of call by week day 
3. Delay Analysis 
 AVG delay 
 AVG delay by month 
 AVG delay by week day 
4. Management Dashboard 
 Number of calls by 1188 operator 
 Number of calls by hour 
 TOP 10 1188 operators by number of calls 
 Calls by 1188 operator by day 
 AVG Delay of call by week day 
 AVG Length of Call by week day 
5. Mobile Operator Analysis 
 Percentage analysis of number of call by mobile operator by week day 
 Total percentage analysis of number of calls by mobile operator 
6. Search map Analysis 
 Create one dashboard with map of Czech Republic, where will be 
visualized number of search query by region 
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2.3 Data source identification 
Source data, provided by company 1188, consists of eleven separate CSV files. These 
files contains data about calls, questions, answers, operators etc. 
2.3.1 Data entities definition 
Table 1: List of entities (Own creation) 
Entity name Entity description 
ope_calls Data about calls, phone number and dates 
out.c-production.hovory Calls, time information, services 
out.c-production.tarifikace Length of calls, phone number, service id 
ope_wup_logs 
Connection table for ope_calls and wup-
answers and wup-questions 
ope-search Search log 
out.c-production.operatori List of mobile service providers 
out.c-production.tv-spoty TV spots data 
out.c-production.vnejsi-prepojeni Length of calls, Source and Target 
out.c-production.vnitrni-prepojeni 
Length of calls, workstation address, Source 
and Target 
out.c-production.wup-answers List of answers 
out.c-production.wup-questions List of questions 
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ope_calls 
Ope_calls consist of ten attributes. The main attributes are ID, phone number (HASH of 
phone number, because of security issue), operator and time of: answer, drop, end, 
create and update. 
 
out.c-production.hovory 
Document out.c-production.hovory consist of fourteen attributes. There are data and 
information about phone number (“originator” – again Hash of phone number), 
handling time, service id (id of service which customer called for). Another attribute is 
delay, where is calculated time of waiting for operators’ response. 
 
out.c-production.tarifikace 
out.c-production.tarifikace contain 21 attributes. Call id is primary key, if the key has 40 
characters, call doesn’t have any other connections in other tables. If the key has only 
20 characters, there are connections in out.c tables. There is also information about 
length of phone call. 
 
ope_wup_logs 
ope_wup_logs consists of six attributes. Ope call id is internal foreign key for ope_calls 
structure. Each represents one call. Relation 1:1 to ope_calls. Ope wup question id is id 
predefinec call type – what is customer asking for. Ope wup answer id is id of 
predefined answeres  to that question. 
 
ope-search 
ope-search document is basicly search log. There two main attributes id and time of 
creation. The last attribut is JSON with multiple attributes for example: what, where, 
number of results ect. 
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out.c-production.operatori 
This document is a list of operators. Because of security there are not names of 
operators, but only naming like operator and numeric identificator. 
 
out.c-production.tv-spoty 
This document consists of threeteen different attributes. This table contains data about 
TV spots in 2013 and has no other connections to out tables. There are time data about 
start and end of TV spot, TV station, program before and after and theme of TV spot. 
 
out.c-production.vnejsi-prepojeni 
out.c-production.vnejsi-prepojeni consists of seven attributes. The main attribut is 
lenghts of call, but there are also attributes like id of working station or id of 
outcomming call. There is also soure_call_id which is connection point to source call. 
 
out.c-production.vnitrni-prepojeni 
out.c-production.vnitrni-prepojeni contains fourteen different attributes. The structure is 
almost the same like in document out.c-production.vnejsi-prepojeni. There are also 
informations about operator or source and target service id. 
 
out.c-production.wup-answers 
out.c-production.wup-answers is list of typical answers for customers‘ questions. There 
are only two attributes: id and title of answer (category of answer). 
 
out.c-production.wup-questions 
out.c-production.wup-questions is a list of typical question asked by customers. The 
structure is the same like in out.c-production.wup-answers: id and title of question 
(category of question). 
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2.4 GoodData Business Intelligence solution 
GoodData is a cloud based Business Intelligence platform as s Service. In GoodData 
users can easily combine internal and/or external data sources to monetize data.  
Before creating new project in GoodData you have to register your account at 
GoodData website. To create a new project in GoodData, you must acquire a project 
authorization token. This token you’ll use to create new project in GoodData platform, 
in GoodData API or in the CloudConnect Application. Immediately when you create the 
project, copy of this project will be saved in GoodData cloud. 
 
Figure 6: Create new GoodData Project (self-ilustration) 
 
2.4.1 CloudConnect 
CloudConnect is an ETL tool and platfor that is integrated to GoodData. By using 
CloudConnect, you are able to extract – transform – load multiple data sources, no 
matter if they are stored in SaaS application or in your local databases (GoodData, 
2013). 
 
Figure 7: CloudConnect and GoodData (GoodData, 2013) 
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Thanks to connection GoodData and CloudConnect we have application which works as 
a Cloud ETL tool. It means that all of your data loading processes are running in the 
cloud on the GoodData Platform automatically. 
There are two main components in CloudConnect – LDM modeler and CloudConnect 
Designer. The LDM modeler is part of the application which allows users to create 
logical data model in their GoodData projects. CloudConnect Designer is used for 
designing extract – transform – load processes. All processes are deployed to the cloud 
and user can schedule each process to run automatically. 
CloudConnect processes work on a metadata basis. These matadata can be shared across 
CloudConnect projects, which allows users to easily copy whole project or just part of 
the CloudConnect project. The function of metadata in CloudConnect is description of 
the structure of processed data which are imported or exported. 
2.4.2 Logical Data Model 
A logical data model (LDM) is a representation of the relationships between data 
objects in datamart. In the LDM Modeler, you assemble datasets and other objects, 
customize them, and build the connections between these objects in order to define data 
relationships within the project (GoodData Corporation, 2013). 
The logical data model is middle layer between the data loading process and the 
datamart and between the datamart and the analytical queries. 
- Incoming data are mapped to the physical data model, which is used to store the 
content in the data warehouse. 
- The logical data model provides a layer of abstraction so that users do not need 
to interact with the physical data model. 
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Figure 8: CloudConnect & GoodData Platform (GoodData Corporation, 2013) 
 
A dataset in LDM contains one or more related fields of data. These fields can be of the 
following basic types: 
2.4.2.1 Fact basics 
A fact is a numerical piece of data. In business environment this data are measures 
gained in business process. In CloudConnect data modeler fact can be stored in integer 
or decimal format. 
A collection of facts that measure the same business process are stored in a single data 
unit called a fact table. A fact table contains individual fact values and pointers to 
associated attributes used as context for the fact data. 
 In general, fact tables have relatively few columns and many rows. 
All records in fact table are stored in a specific level of detail. This detail is called the 
grain of the fact. If we have for example inventory fact table, the quantity fact and the 
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location and product attributes, the grain of table is described as “Quantity BY Location 
BY Product” (GoodData Corporation, 2013). 
 
Figure 9: Facts used in Call dataset (self-ilustration) 
 
2.4.2.2 Attribute basics 
An attribute is a field containing a discrete set of alphanumeric or numeric values. An 
attribute is used to describe a fact in some way. For example, you could create an 
attribute called “Channel”, which could contain values “Twitter”, “Facebook”, “Web 
Site”, “Direct”, “Affiliates” and “Other”. These attributes could be used to describe the 
numerical facts used to describe the sale funnel.  
 In reports, they are used to group, slice, filter, and reorder facts. 
In GoodData, a set of related attributes is called a dimension. For example, Address, 
City, State, and Zip Code may be related in a dimension called “Location”. Each 
attribute in the dimension is a discrete entity, yet they are all related to each other. 
 A dimension is stored in a dimension table. A dimension table is shallow and 
wide. 
If possible, dimensions should be shared between fact tables to ensure consistency. 
Shared dimensions are always conformed. 
 
Figure 10: Attributes used in Call dataset (self-ilustration) 
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2.4.2.3 Dataset basics 
Dataset is a related set of facts, attributes or both, which are stored together in the 
datamart. 
Datasets are associated with each other through connections. A relation is a data model 
object used to describe a relationship between one dataset and another. A relation joins 
the two datasets though a single connection point. A connection point functions like a 
database primary key. It should identify the field in the originating dataset that contains 
information to uniquely identify the data in other fields in the dataset. 
GoodData also supports a special data model object for managing time-based data. The 
Date dataset can be added to your projects to manage attribute information and to 
enable aggregation at the day, week, month, quarter and year level 
(GoodData Corporation, 2013). 
 
Figure 11: OPE Search dataset (self-ilustration) 
 
2.4.3 Data loading Process 
Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) processes are used to integrate data into your 
GoodData projects. GoodData provides the tools to develop ETL processes to integrate 
with virtually any data source. Enterprise databases, internet platforms, and flat files can 
be used as the data sources for any project, across a wide variety of protocols, including 
HTTP, SFTP, SOAP, WebDEV, and JDBC. 
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While you can use your preferred ETL tool of choice, GoodData recommends using 
CouldConnect Designer, a Java desktop application specifically designed for building 
data integrations for the GoodData platform. Through an easy-to-use graphical 
interface, you can rapidly assemble your ETL from a large library of pre-built 
components. Integrated testing tools allow you to execute ETL locally and to build 
debugging into your graphs. When ETL development is complete, you can publish your 
graphs to your projects with a single click, after which they can be scheduled for regular 
execution (GoodData Corporation, 2007-2015). 
2.4.4 Automatizing Data loading process 
Periodically, you may wish to update the data in your project with new data captured by 
the ETL graph you have defined. Since this graph exists in two places, the 
CloudConnect project and the GoodData platform, you have multiple options for 
integrating fresh data. 
Though CloudConnect Designer, you may run the ETL graph locally again or remotely 
in the GoodData platform (GoodData Corporation, 2007-2015). 
When your ETL processes have been deployed to your GoodData projects, you can 
define the automation of data loading. This definition consists of two main components: 
 Schedule – a repeated execution of an ETL graph, specified to occur at regular 
intervals as short as every 15 minutes.  
 Notification – an email alert that informs stakeholders of specific events 
occurring in the ETL process. 
Both of the above components can be defined through the GoodData APIs. However, 
for ease of use, the Data Loading Administration console provides a nice web interface 
to make configuration as straightforward as possible (GoodData Corporation, 2007-
2015). 
2.4.5 Building metrics and reports 
In GoodData, metrics are like summarizations of facts, or individual numerical records. 
Metrics are “aggregations” because to summarize those records we apply aggregation 
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operations like SUM, MIN, MAX and AVG. These return the sum total, minimum 
value, maximum value, and average value of a fact’s values. A fifth aggregation 
operation, COUNT, allows us to return the number of unique values belonging to some 
attribute. For example, a COUNT of a City attribute with the values Prague, Hamburg 
and Vienna return 3. 
GoodData works with MAQL – Multi-dimensional Analytic Query Language, which is 
used to define custom metrics.  
These metrics are used for building reports. Reports can have many different forms such 
as tables or only one number. Other way how to display data in report are various types 
of graphs which GoodData supports.  
2.4.6 Creating Dashboards 
Dashboards are composed of a series of tabs that can be used as canvasses to display 
critical data. Together, these tables tell a story about a key business process, such as 
lead generation or sales management. 
For creating dashboard you have to create report first. As I mention in previous section 
“Building metrics and reports”, creating reports is necessary. When we’re done with 
reports we can easily move there reports to our new dashboard and add some design 
features like lines, boxes or even filters. 
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3 Proposals and Contribution of Suggested Solutions 
The main purpose of this section is: describe my own solution proposal for Business 
Intelligence project. On the basis of previous chapter I will follow company 
requirements which will be implemented. 
3.1 Developing Logical Data Model 
Before we will start with data modeling, we should summarize all facts and attributes 
which we really need for our project. 
We can get these facts and attributes from section 2.2 “Company Requirements”, where 
is everything already mentioned. There will be only two facts:  
 Delay and Length of Call 
As an attributes we will choose: 
 Answer, question, operator name, phone number ect. 
LDM (Logical Data Model) will be developed in CloudConnect Designer. First table 
which we will create is Calls table. This table consists of everything what we need to 
know about phone calls. In the figure bellow you can see all attributes and facts which 
is used, also with identifier, type, folder and data type. 
 
Figure 12: Structure of datasource: Calls (self-ilustration) 
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Another three tables will be only dimension tables. First table: Operators, where is 
operators’ ID and name of operator. Second table: WUP Answers, where is answers’ ID 
and Answer. And last, third table: WUP Question, where is questions’ ID and Question. 
 
Figure 13: Example of datasources with connection point (self-ilustration) 
 
As you can see in figures above, all of the dimension tables have to have connection 
point to main Call table. This connection point has the same function as Primary and 
Foreign Key, which we know from SQL. For creating connection point we have to click 
on “Type” and then choose option “Connection Point”. The same procedure we have to 
follow also with date dimension, but in this case we will choose option “Date Fact”. 
 
Figure 14: LDM - connection point (self-ilustration) 
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The last requirement defined by company 1188 for this BI project was dashboard with 
map and number of search queries. For this we’ll need to create another table, which 
will not have any connections to other tables. This table consists of attributes and one 
fact which will allow us to create dashboard with map function. 
 
Figure 15: Structure of datasource: OPE Search (self-ilustration) 
 
The whole LDM diagram you can see in the figure bellow. There are also all 
connections and Date dimension. 
 
Figure 16: Logical data model (self-ilustration) 
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3.2 Developing ETL process 
When our logical data model is ready, we can start with Extraction data. We had 
multiple data sources (CSV files) provided by company 1188. The reader can take a 
look at description of data sources in section 2.3.1 Data Entities Definition. 
We’ll start with simple ETL process for data source: OPE Search. This data source has 
different structure than other data sources which we have. Data are saved in CSV file, 
but every row in dataset is represented like a JSON type. 
As a first step, we have to use component CSV Reader. This component is used for 
loading data from CSV files. For proper function of load we have to set up a few 
features. As a first thing which we have to do is paste File URL with CSV file. This 
enables reading CSV file from target storage location. As a next setting step we have to 
choose correct Charset, which is in my case: UTF-8. OPE Search dataset has first row 
as a header, so the last step, which we have to do, is skip first row. For this purpose we 
can use advance function: Number of skipped records. After that we just need to rename 
the component and this step is done. 
When the extraction part is done, we can start working on transformation part of 
process. In this case we’ll have to transform JSON file into valid form. For this purpose 
we’ll use JSON Reader component. Before we’ll start configure this component, we 
have to create connection between CSV Reader and JSON Reader component. This 
connection works like data transfer tube. For this connection we’ll have to prepare 
metadata. By right clicking on connection we can choose option: Extract from flat file. 
In the form which will pop up, we’ll choose file location, Encoding (UTF-8) and record 
type (Delimited). In next step we’ll have to choose delimiter and Quote char and after 
that by clicking on Reparse button we’ll transform input data (in this case we’ll have 
three attributes).  
Now we have three attributes. We will change names of these three attributes and also 
type of attributes. For example date attribute will be date type attribute, but in this case 
we have date format as a time stamp. If we choose date type, we’ll lose hours, minutes 
and seconds data. To avoid this situation, we’ll change format of date type to format: 
yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss. 
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Figure 17: Metadata - advance date time format (self-ilustration) 
 
JSON Reader is working with Extensible Markup Language (XML). To transform 
JSON file into attributes which we want, we have to prepare set of rules. In my case we 
need to extract these attributes: 
 What; Were; From; Size; Source_facility; UIR_type; UIR_id; UIR_name 
The set of rules in XML is following: 
 
Figure 18: Set of XML rules for JSON file (self-ilustration) 
 
The last step in this ETL process will be Writing component. In my case we’ll use 
GoodData Dataset Writer component. Now we have to create connection between 
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JSON Reader and GD Dataset Writer. For completing this connection, we have to also 
prepare new metadata, which will contain following records (attributes). 
 What 
 Where 
 From 
 Size 
 Source 
 Source_facility 
 Record_id 
 uir_type 
 uir_id 
 uir_name 
 
 
Figure 19: Final metadata file for OPE Search (self-ilustration) 
 
The metadata are ready and we can start with configuration of GD Dataset Writer 
component. First we have to open the component and choose the right dataset. After 
that we have to prepare field mapping as you can see below in Figure 22. For the first 
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load we will choose Load Mode: Full load (replace all data with records from input). 
This is better for testing purpose, because if there will be some bug, data will be 
replaced every time when we start this process. After testing phase, we can change it 
into: Incremental (append data from input). 
Before we will run this ETL process click on every connection and choose option 
Enable Debug. This feature enables option to see the whole process in console.  
 
Figure 20: OPE Search ETL (self-ilustration) 
 
 
Figure 21: GD Dataset writer : Field mapping (self-ilustration) 
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The next ETL process which we have to create is the process for loading Calls data. 
This ETL process is more complex compare to OPE Search process. We have to extract 
data from five data sets and transform them into one dataset.  
Datasets used in this process: 
 OPE Calls 
 OPE WUP Logs 
 Calls 
 Tarification 
 Intern Connection 
As you can see in Figure 23 (bellow), we have used few new components. These 
components are: 
 ExtSort 
 Reformat 
 ExtMergeJoin 
 Merge 
 CSV Reader 
 GD Dataset Writer 
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Figure 22: ETL for Calls data (self-ilustration) 
 
First part of this process is extracting data from OPE Calls and OPE WUP Logs dataset. 
Extracting part of the process is the same as it was in the previous OPE Search process. 
As a next step we have to sort data. For sorting data we can use component ExtSort. 
Metadata used for connection between CSV reader and ExtSort you can see in Annex 5.  
ExtSort component receives data records and sorts them according to specified sort key. 
As you can see in figure bellow, data are sorted by ope_call_id. The same procedure we 
will use also for OPE WUP Logs. 
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Figure 23: ExSort configuration for OPE Calls (self-ilustration) 
 
Before we’ll merge data into one dataset, we have to clean data from OPE Calls dataset. 
As you can see in figure bellow, ope_call_id has quotation mark as a first character. For 
deleting this first character we can use Reformat component. This component is used for 
transforming data in a user specified way. The whole configuration you can see in 
Annex 6.  
 
Figure 24: Bad data quality befor transormation (self-ilustration) 
 
Now data are clean and sorted so we can merge them into one dataset. ExtMergeJoin 
component receives sorted data and searches corresponding data records with the same 
key value. For joining values we can use Inner Join, Left outer Join or Full outer Join. 
In my case we have used Inner join based on ope_call_id. More information you can see 
in Annex 7. 
As a next step we have to extract data from data source Production hovory. For process 
of extraction we will use component CSV Reader. When we will merge all data sources 
the data structure has to have the same structure. In Production hovory data source the 
attribute Operator_1188 is missing. For insert NULL value in this attribute, we will use 
Reformat component with following code. 
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 function integer transform() { 
 $out.0.id = $in.0.primary_key; 
 $out.0.phone_number = $in.0.originator; 
 $out.0.created = $in.0.time_block; 
 $out.0.question = $in.0.wup_question_id; 
 $out.0.answer = $in.0.wup_answer_id; 
 $out.0.Operator_1188 = 'NULL'; 
 $out.0.operator = $in.0.operator; 
 $out.0.delay = $in.0.delay; 
 $out.0.length = $in.0.handling_time; 
 $out.0.international = $in.0.international; 
 return ALL; 
} 
As you can see in this simple transformation code, we are transforming input and for 
attribute Operator 1188 we are using fixed value ‘NULL’. 
The last part of extraction in this complex process are data sources: Tarification and 
Intern Connection. For Tarification data source we have the same issue as in Production 
hovory data source. In this case we will also add delay as ‘NULL’ value. 
function integer transform() { 
 $out.0.id = $in.0.call_id; 
 $out.0.created = $in.0.timeblock; 
 $out.0.question = $in.0.wup_question_id; 
 $out.0.answer = $in.0.wup_answer_id; 
 $out.0.phone_number = $in.0.from; 
 $out.0.length = $in.0.length; 
 $out.0.international = $in.0.international; 
 $out.0.operator = $in.0.operator; 
 $out.0.delay = 'NULL'; 
 $out.0.Operator_1188 = 'NULL'; 
 return ALL; 
}  
When data are clean and transformed, we have to sort them with ExtSort component. 
After this procedure, we will merge data sources by using ExtMergeJoin on call_id 
attribute. 
Now data from all five data sources are prepared to merge into one big data source with 
consistent structure. For merging all the data sources we will use Merge component 
with following configuration. 
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Figure 25: Merge component: configuration (self-ilustration) 
 
We are preparing sustainable ETL process, and for reason, we have to prepare 
consistent data output. This means, our data output should be also sorted. We will use 
ExtSort component again, and we will sort data by id as we have already did in previous 
steps for different data source. 
 
Figure 26: ExtSort component in last stepp of sorting final data (self-ilustration) 
 
After trying to extract, transform and load data, I find out one big issue. Even when I 
did data cleaning process in previous steps, there could be problem with missing values. 
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This could be really huge problem for preparing reports and dashboards. To avoid this 
issue, we will configure Reformat component, in few simple steps. 
In attached code bellow, you can see all steps which I have used. First part of this code 
is about defining variable, which we will be working with in the code later. There is a 
problem with GoodData, that we cannot use time stamp for visualizing data. Actually 
we can, but GoodData will cut off the time part. For business reasons this is not 
possible.  
We had to create variables for hours, minutes and seconds. For this purpose we used 
substring function to take out these information and save it in separate variables. As you 
can see in code, and as we have defined in the beginning our metadata, we are using 
string for all attributes, which we have to change to correct format before we will load 
data into GoodData cloud storage. First attribute which needs to be transform is created 
date. For this simple transformation process we will use str2date function where we will 
define format of the output date. Next step in this final transformation is to avoid 
missing values, for this purpose we will use multiple IF – ELSE statements where we 
will control if there is value or if the value is missing and add new value. As I 
mentioned before, we have defined all input data as a string attribute, but as you can see 
in code bellow, we have few facts which has to be transform into decimal data type 
from string data type. For this purpose we will use str2decimal function. 
 
//#CTL2 
string h; 
string m; 
string sub; 
 
// Transforms input record into output record. 
function integer transform() { 
 $out.0.ID = $in.0.ID; 
 $out.0.Created = str2date($in.0.Created, "yyyy-MM-dd"); 
 $out.0.operator = $in.0.Operator; 
  
 if (isnull($in.0.Phone_Number) == true) { 
  $out.0.Phone_Number = 'NULL'; 
 } else { 
  $out.0.Phone_Number = $in.0.Phone_Number; 
 } 
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 if (isnull($in.0.Operator_1188) == true) { 
  $out.0.Operator_1188 = 'NULL'; 
 } else { 
  $out.0.Operator_1188 = $in.0.Operator_1188; 
 } 
  
 if (isnull($in.0.international) == true) { 
  $out.0.international = 'NULL'; 
 } else { 
  $out.0.international = $in.0.international; 
 } 
  
 if (isnull($in.0.delay) == true) { 
  $out.0.delay = str2decimal('0'); 
 } else { 
  $out.0.delay = str2decimal($in.0.delay); 
 } 
  
 if (isnull($in.0.length) == true) { 
  $out.0.length = str2decimal('0'); 
 } else { 
  $out.0.length = str2decimal($in.0.length); 
 } 
  
 if (isnull($in.0.Question) == true) { 
  $out.0.Question = 'NULL'; 
 } else { 
  $out.0.Question = $in.0.Question; 
 } 
 
 if (isnull($in.0.Answer) == true) { 
  $out.0.Answer = 'NULL'; 
 } else { 
  $out.0.Answer = $in.0.Answer; 
 } 
  
 sub = $in.0.Created; 
  
 //printErr(sub); 
 h = (substring(sub,11,2)); 
 $out.0.Hour = h; 
 //printErr(h); 
 m = (substring(sub,14,2)); 
 $out.0.Minute = m; 
 //printErr(m); 
  
 return ALL; 
}  
The whole process of transformation is finally done, and as a last step of this ETL 
process we will configure GoodData Dataset Writer component. This component 
receives cleaned data though connected input port and connects them to GoodData 
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project and loads data records into specified dataset which we already prepared in 
Logical Data model in the beginning. 
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3.3 Preparing Metrics 
Since GoodData reports are multi-dimensional pivot tables (not just plain spreadsheets), 
each metric must define an aggregation. This way, you view your metric (let’s say 
Sales) not only for an individual line item, but also aggregate sales for the whole day, 
week, month, for all salesmen in a department - or even across the whole company. The 
aggregation is what allows you to change resolution of your report. 
When the ETL process is done and data are loaded into GoodData cloud data 
warehouse, we can start building our metrics for reports. For this purpose we have to 
log in into GoodData through link which you can see below. 
 
Figure 27: GoodData log in link (self-ilustration) 
After we will log in into GoodData, we will move to Manage section as you can see at 
Annex 8. In this section you can manage every attribute, fact, dataset but also you can 
create new metrics. 
To create metric we will have to use MAQL (Multi-dimension Analytical Query 
Language), which is similar to well-known SQL. For the purpose of this project we will 
create only few important metrics and the rest of metric we will create during 
development process of Reports. 
As an example of metric we will use metric AVG Delay which you can see in Annex 9. 
The Metric Editor is very flexible tool, where you can write your code or you can use 
main functions which are already defined and applied them by one click. The right 
column is used as a list of all facts, attributes, variables, attribute values and other 
already defined metrics. There is simple query statement which you can see below. 
There is used AVG aggregation function for fact delay and condition delay is bigger 
than 0. Then output of this simple metric will be average value for delay for all days and 
all operators. 
SELECT AVG(delay) WHERE delay > 0 
For this project we have created these metrics: 
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 AVG delay, 
 AVG length of call, 
 Number of records: Answers, Calls, Questions, OPE Search 
 
Figure 28: GoodData list of Metrics (self-ilustration) 
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3.4 Creating Reports 
A report is a chart or table of metrics that has been designed to surface meaningful 
analytics into the GoodData Portal for stakeholders to review. The report contains one 
or more aggregation functions applied to numerical facts and optionally segmented by 
one or more attributes to bring out trends and patterns that lead to interesting insights. 
When we analyze metrics broken down by various attributes, we call this slicing and 
dicing data. 
All reports we can create in GoodData portal (the same link as we used in previous 
section) in section Reports. In this section we can see all of our reports divided into 
categories (if we moved reports into category folder) and in the middle of the page we 
can see last used reports. The most important button at this section is “Create Report”. 
After clicking on this button we can start to create our new report in report editor tool. 
 
Figure 29: GoodData - Report section (self-ilustration) 
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3.4.1 Report Editor 
In the Report Editor, you define your report in the following ways: 
 
Figure 30: GoodData - Report Editor (self-ilustration) 
 
What tab: This section is used to create new metrics or used metrics which user already 
created for final report. 
As you can see in the picture bellow, our example for first report is report: Number of 
Calls by month. For this report we will use metric Number of Calls which we have 
already created in previous step in section Manage/Metrics/Create Metric. You can even 
see MAQL statement used for this metric. You can also define your own format for 
result of metric in Metric Format section and as a last option you can define the drill 
down step (which I haven’t used). 
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Figure 31: Creating Report - What tab (self-ilustration) 
 
 
How tab: This section is optionally. User can choose if he/she wants to add attribute or 
attribute values to segment the metric data. 
For our Monthly report we will need to add date dimension attribute, precisely Month, 
because we need to see our data on monthly basis. In a first column we can choose 
attribute folder and after choosing attribute folder we can choose specific attribute (in 
our case Month/Year). In last column you can see detail of attribute value or you can 
even choose specific format of display label, if it is possible. As a last option in for this 
case is filtered attribute. You don’t need to go to filter tab and you can basically filter 
this attribute in this section and choose values which you need or which you don’t need. 
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Figure 32: Creating Report - How tab (self-ilustration) 
 
 
Filter tab: Filter attribute is used for filtering data in report based on attribute values, 
rank, value range or project variable. 
For our example we don’t need to filter our values, because we will have date time filter 
on dashboard. But for example we will need filter for report TOP 10 Operators. In this 
filter we will need to filtered out empty values and also choose top 10 operators by 
selecting rank filter. As you can see in figure bellow, first we had to choose number of 
top values. Later we had to choose what exactly do we want to rank, in our case it was 
attribute Operator. And the last option was ranking criterion which is metric and for this 
case it was metric number of calls. 
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Figure 33: Creating Report - Filter tab (self-ilustration) 
 
 
Configuration: User can define many features for final report. For example define type 
of graph or table, set up horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) axis and add colors for them. 
User can also configure number of ticks at axis, add Name or Label or even data labels 
for each data points.  
GoodData offers many types of charts for example Line chart, Area chart, Bar chart, Pie 
chart, Donut chart or even Funnel and Waterfall chart and few more types. In global 
settings section we can define for example smooth line for our graph or add data points 
and gridlines. 
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Figure 34: Creating Report - Advanced Configuration (self-ilustration) 
 
 
The same approach we will use for the rest of reports which we need to prepare for 
dashboards. We will use mainly line charts, bar charts and tables for it with different 
attributes and different metrics. All reports reader can find in annexes part of this thesis. 
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3.5 Creating Dashboards 
A dashboard is the primary window through which you gain insights into your reporting 
data. Available through the GoodData portal, dashboards contains reports, embedded 
web content, and other object that collectively deliver a reporting solution for a category 
of interest. 
Every dashboard can contain one or more dashboards tabs. These dashboard tabs can 
contain one or more reports, as well as other widgets and web content or dashboard 
filters. Dashboard filters filtering data used in reports by specific parameter which could 
be date time or some specific attribute value. 
In my project I have created nine dashboard tabs: 
 Introduction of company 1188, 
 Category analysis, 
 Category analysis 2, 
 Length of Calls analysis, 
 Delay of Calls analysis, 
 Management Dashboard, 
 Operators analysis, 
 DWH summary, 
 Map. 
If we want to start building new dashboard, we have to move to Dashboard section of 
GoodData Portal. In this section we can start creating new dashboard tabs or we can edit 
old dashboard tabs. 
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Figure 35: GoodData Portal - Dashboard section (self-ilustration) 
 
 
3.5.1 Dashboard editor 
When we start editing dashboard section, GoodData portal menu will change the 
complete menu and display new dashboard menu. There is everything what we will 
need for building our dashboard: Reports, Widgets, Text, Lines, Web Content and of 
course Filters. 
 
Figure 36: GoodData - Dashboard Editor (self-ilustration) 
 
 
For the best impression for the user of our dashboard, every dashboard should have the 
same structure. As you can see we have name of the dashboard, description and logo of 
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the company on the top of dashboard layout. This should be the same for every 
dashboard tab to make the process of using for users as easy as possible. 
At the beginning we have empty layout and we have to create header with name of the 
dashboard, logo and short introduction of dashboard. For this we will need to use Text 
component – for name of dashboard and for introduction part and Web Content 
component for company logo. 
When the  header part is done, we can start creating the content of dashboard. This 
content should be set up from Reports and Filters. This process is very simple in 
GoodData, because we already have our reports ready, we can just click on Report 
section and choose report which we will need for our dashboard. 
 
Figure 37: Dashboard Editor - Report section (self-ilustration) 
 
As I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, one of the main feature of dashboards 
are various filters. Generally, the most important filter is Date dimension filter. 
Managers and dashboard users need to have not only current information about their 
business but they also want to company current situation with historical data. In 
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GoodData dashboard editor, we can choose three kinds of filters: Date dimension filter, 
Attribute filter and also Group filter.  
For example Category analysis dashboard contain date dimension filter and also Answer 
attribute filter, which allows to user filter data by different kind of answer. The Answer 
attribute contain category of answers and after applying this filter user can see trends of 
different categories based on week day and day hour.  
 
Figure 38: Number of Calls by week day - before applying Answer filter (self-ilustration) 
 
When we choose only one category of answer, for example “Taxi”, we can see totally 
different graph with different trend. Based on this information we can say, that taxi 
service has a peak during weekend and we can customize our business based on these 
information. 
 
Figure 39: Number of Calls by week day - after applying Answer filter (self-ilustration) 
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The same procedure we will use in all of our dashboards which contains Date 
dimension filter or Attribute filter. As you can see in figure bellow this is the final form 
of dashboard for category analysis. This dashboard contain information about TOP 10 
phone numbers (top customers) and number of calls by week day. 
 
Figure 40: Dashboard - Category analysis 2 (self-ilustration) 
 
The last dashboard is little bit different than other previous dashboards. This map 
dashboard needs special type of data. For map, we need to have attribute label, which 
determines how we will display attribute values, in this case it will be geographic 
regions. We have to go back to Manage section, where we created our metrics and 
choose OPE Search dataset and attribute uir_name. As you can see, there is an option to 
change title and type. The important part is type, which we have to change into Czech 
Districts (Name) and save it. 
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Figure 41: Geo chart - Attribute type (self-ilustration) 
 
 
After changing data type of uir_name attribute, we can go back to dashboard section 
and add last dashboard. To visualize our data on the map, we will have to use Geo chart, 
where we will display number of results for each region in Czech Republic. As you can 
see in the figure bellow, this dashboard contains header with short description, Geo 
chart and also date dimension filter. The purpose of this dashboard is to visualize daily 
data, but we also want to know which region has the most results for example last week, 
and for this purpose we will use date time filter. 
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Figure 42: Geo Chart (self-ilustration) 
 
 
The reader can find all dashboards with their short description, in annexes part of this 
thesis. 
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Conclusion 
The goal of this thesis was to build Business Intelligence solution for company 1188. 
This Business Intelligence solution will be used as a decision support system for 
management of the company 1188. All dashboards contain valuable charts with analysis 
of many kinds of company data. For example the operator analysis, the analysis of delay 
analysis of length of call and of course the analysis of calls category. 
On the theoretical basis and analysis of company needs I have created business 
intelligence solution corresponding to all of the business and technological 
requirements. 
This thesis fulfills its goal and created solution which allows management of the 
company to make strategic and other decisions in a data-driven and more objective way, 
based on data. 
The whole Business Intelligence solution is sustainable. This means, all of created 
reports will be available for management until the data sources will change. 
In case of need, administrator can easily create new reports and dashboards in 
GoodData Portal, or he/she can easily add new ETL processes to load new data sources 
for new features in reports. 
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